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ABSTRACT 

Resource allocation in Device-to-Device (D2D) communication generally requires sharing of allocated 

spectrum with Cellular Users (CUs)in a manner that maximizes usage of available resources without causing 

adverse effect to Quality of Service (QoS). In a typical scenario, the accommodation of D2D links for spectrum 

sharing can be hindered by high rate requirement of either the CUs or the D2D links, leading to a limitation in 

system capacity.This papermodifies the existing resource allocation scheme in order to increase the tendency of 

D2D link admittance for resource sharing with cellular users.D2D links with high rate requirements aresplit 

into two virtual links. Each virtual link isthen presented for resource sharing with the available CUs at reduced 

rate requirement. Simulation results show that this scheme offers significant improvements in admission 

probability and ergodic sum rate. At maximum Cellular User Equipment (CUE) transmit power of 400 mW, 

43.60% and 25.23% improvements were achieved for admission probability and ergodic sum rate respectively, 

while at a reduced CUE maximum power of 250 mW, the improvements achieved were 34.27% and 

8.9%respectively. In the two scenarios considered, outage probability remained well below the threshold. Hence, 

the rate splitting based resource allocation scheme achieved significant increase in system capacity in terms of 

ergodic sum rate without causing unnecessary outages to cellular links. 

Keywords: D2D; Resource Allocation; Communication; Spectrum;Ergodic Sum Rate. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Growth of Internet of Things (IoT) and the rise in 

number of connected devices is driven by emerging 

applications and business models and supported by 

standardization and falling device costs. The number 

of devices is therefore expected to radically increase 

in near future with an estimate of above 50 billion 

connected devices by the end of 2020 (Pimmy et al. 

2017). Subscribers demand improved data rates at 

reduced latency and increased system capacity. To 

endure the rising demands, cellular networks need to 

undergo suitable changes. Device-to-device (D2D) 

communication is being looked upon as an important 

emerging technology for capacity enhancement in 

present and future cellular networks.  

According to the 3rd Generation Partnership Project 

(3GPP), D2D communication is defined as the 

communication between two users in proximity using 

a direct link between the devices, passing the 

eNodeB(s) or core network. Thebenefits of increased 

system capacity brought about by D2D 

communication underlying a cellular network is not 

without its attendant challenges. The most prominent 

of these challenges is the issue of intra-cell 

interference between the D2D user equipment (DUE) 

and the cellular user equipment (CUE) arising from 

the sharing of common radio resources. Several 

strategies such as power control mechanism and 

efficient resource allocation schemes (Yu et al. 2011), 

have been developed to optimize system capacity and 

mitigate interference. (Wang et al. 2017) proposed an 

optimal matching of D2D links to CUE resources 

aimed at achieving maximum system capacity and 

minimizing link outages due to interference.This 

workpresents a modified resource allocation scheme 

which uses D2D rate splitting to improve system 

capacity in a cellular communication system with D2D 

underlay without impacting negatively on the cellular 

users’ QoS. 
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2. RESEARCH REVIEW 

2.1. Research Concepts 

D2D communication is a new technology that offers 

many advantages for the LTE advanced network 

such as wireless peer-to-peer services and higher 

spectral efficiency. It is also considered one of the 

promising techniques for the 5G wireless 

communications system and used in so many 

different fields such as network traffic offloading, 

public safety, social services and applications such 

as gaming and military applications.(HARSHA & 

TIRUPAL, 2014), (Asadi et al.,2014).Differing 

from the Bluetooth and WiFi-direct, D2D 

communication is categorized in cellular network 

based on the spectrum in which D2D 

communications occurs. Thus, D2D 

communication can occur on cellular system 

spectrum; this is called In-band D2D or can occur 

in unlicensed spectrum and is called Out-bandD2D 

(Hicham et al., 2016).D2D communication can be 

implemented in an ad hoc fashion in which there is 

no centralized control; the devices operate in a 

distributed topology. An alternative to this is the 

cellular controlled D2D communication in which 

aneNodeB acts as a centralized control for resource 

assignment. The cellular controlled D2D has been 

favored over the ad hoc D2D communication both 

in the industry and in the research community. This 

is mainly because it provides a greater ease of D2D 

communication setup. Node and service discovery 

is also supported or fully carried out by the cellular 

network. In addition to the advantage of a faster 

setup and less time and energy consumption, the 

cellular controlled D2D communication also 

provides a natural market for novel services 

(Pahlevani et al.,2014). 

For mobile radio communication, channel is time-

variant because motion between the transmitter and 

receiver results in propagation path changes. The 

rate of change of these propagation conditions 

accounts for fading rapidity (rate of change of the 

fading impairments).Channel state information 

(CSI) provides useful insight into the condition of a 

transmission channel as signal propagates from the 

transmitter to the receiver. CSI represents the 

combined effect of channel impediments such as 

scattering, fading, and power decay with distance. 

The knowledge of CSI helps aneNodeB adapt 

transmissions to current channel conditions. This is 
necessary for achieving reliable communication 

with highest possible data rates in communication 

systems. 

2.2. Similar Works 

There are a number of important issues and open 

problems involved with D2D communications, 

such as proximity discovery, mode selection (Wu et 

al.,2017), link adaptation, energy efficiency, 

resource management, and scheduling (Li et al., 

2015), (Asadiet al.,2014). The most critical of these 

challenges is interference management between 

cellular users and D2D users (Mahda and 

Rosdiadee, 2016). This problem arises from sharing 

of the same licensed spectrum with cellular 

users.Although D2D communication generally 

improves spectral efficiency especially in the 

underlay mode, the approach of resource sharing 

adopted can further boost or reduce the spectral 

efficiency of the network. Several past works 

adopted a resource reuse schemes in which a CUE’s 

resource is only usable by a single DUE link. This 

approach does not fully maximize the available 

spectrum within the network. In contrast to this one-

to-one sharing approach, Zhu et al. (2016)  

proposed a scheme which enables each D2D link 

reuse the uplink resources of multiple CUs and vice 

versa. Like Zhu et al (2016), Zhang et al. (2017)also 

presented a resource allocation system in which 

multiple D2D links reused the uplink resource of 

multiple CUs. In the proposed scheme, a greater 

level of spectrum utilization was achieved. This 

approach ofresource allocation provides more 

options of resource sharing partners for both the 

D2D link and the CUs thereby improving spectral 

efficiency and system capacity. 

In a bid to improve system capacity and spectrum 

utilization, Song et al. (2019), proposed a scheme in 

which both the uplink and downlink resources are 

jointly shared by both D2D links and the cellular 

users. Due to this joint uplink and downlink 

resource sharing, the tendency of intercellular 

interference is greatly increased in the network.  

(Bao et al., 2013) presented a location–based 

resource allocation scheme to mitigate mutual 

interference between D2D and Cellular users 

sharing the same uplink resources. In the proposed 

scheme, a D2D user must be located within an 

accessible region in the cell to share radio resource 

with a cellular user which must also be in the 
reusable region. The scheme was reported to 

minimize outage probabilities of both D2D and 
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cellular users. Duong et al., (2013) also proposed a 

resource allocation scheme for interference 

mitigation based on distance. In this scheme, CSI of 

the links is not required by the eNodeB for resource 

allocation. The mutual distance between the D2D 

pair and the CU is considered in the resource 

allocation. The scheme promises the benefit of a 

lower signaling overhead as it is not CSI based. 

However, for effective resource sharing, the 

eNodeB needs to be aware of the exact location of 

individual UE. Saraereh et al., (2019) adopted the 

Gale Shapley (GS) algorithm as well as Hungarian 

Algorithm in their proposed resource allocation 

scheme. Rather than relying on channel state 

information for link quality intelligence, the 

resource sharing decision in the scheme uses a D2D 

channel preference list. This approach underplays 

the instantaneous changes in channel quality which 

characterizes mobile networks. 

Although CSI is vital to link improvement and 

resource allocation, the assumption of perfect CSIas 

in the works of Chia et al.,(2012), Feng et al.,(2013) 

and Han et al., (2014) gives rise to a system that is 

difficult to achieve in practice. This is because the 

computational requirement for tracking the fast 

changing channel information for all the links in a 

wireless network of mobile devices is prohibitive. 

The use of statistical CSI is therefore much more 

practicable.  

Feng et al., (2013) presented a resource allocation 

framework; a three-step scheme comprising of D2D 

admission control, power allocation and, selection 

of suitable CU partner for each admissible D2D 

pair. To determine the D2D pair which gets 

admitted for resource sharing, a minimum distance 

metric was proposed under QoS constraints for both 

CUs and D2D pairs. Han etal., (2014) applied the 

graph theory to optimize resource allocation in a 

D2D underlying cellular network. A time-division 

duplexing (TDD) based network with M CUEs and 

N DUE groups (DUE-G) was considered such that 

M ≥ N. One DUE-G reused the same resources as 

one particular CUE. In these schemes, the classic 

Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algorithm was employed for 

optimal matching of admissible D2D pair with 

reuse partner CUs. Wang and Stuber, (2016), 

compared the performances of several optimization 

algorithms including the GS, KM or Hungarian 

algorithm and Hopcroft-Karp (HK) algorithm. The 

results reveal that various algorithms perform better 

when measured by a given metric than it does for 

another. Hence, it is important to choose a resource 

allocation optimization algorithm based on the 

objective of the allocation strategy being 

considered.  

Chia-Hao and Olav (2012) adopted Rate Splitting 

(RS) technique for interference cancellation. Their 

implementation of RS was in line with the Han-

Kobayashi scheme in which the transmitted 

message is split into private and public parts such 

that the private part is only decodable by the 

intended receiver and the public part is in addition, 

decodable by an interference victim. In this RS 

mode, the transmit power is split between the 

private and public portions of the message from a 

transmitter. This division is done according to a 

split factor which is determined by the decoding 

order. While the Han-Kobayashi scheme deployed 

rate splitting as a transmission strategy for 

interference management, this research applies rate 

splitting on D2D links simply as a resource 

allocation strategy with the aim of ensuring that the 

D2D rate requirements are small enough to support 

resource sharing with CUEs. Also, in this work, the 

message is not separated into private and public 

messages; rather, the D2D link is divided into two 

logical or virtual links with each having half the link 

rate requirement of the original link. 

Wang et al., (2017) investigated the problem of 

optimal matching of D2D links with CUEs for 

spectrum sharing under the constraints of transmit 

power and outage probability. The use of statistical 

CSI was adopted. The characteristic weights of all 

possible CUE-D2D pairs are determined and using 

the Hungarian algorithm, the pairs which constitute 

maximum ergodic sum rate are sustained.However, 

in the proposed scheme,some D2D linksare first 

excluded from pairing with CUEs based on set QoS 

constraints in a process called “trimming”. 

Although trimmingis aimed at reducing complexity 

in characteristic weight computations, it 

undermines system capacity and reduces spectrum 

utilization.  

This research is an improvement on the work of 

Wang et al, (2017). It presents a modified resource 

allocation schemewhich achieves better spectrum 

utilization and enhances system capacity through 

the admission of more D2D links for resource 

sharing without exceeding the bounds of set QoS 

constraints. The resource sharing approach in this 

work makes it possible for a single D2D link to 

reuse the resource of more than one CUE. 
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3. SYSTEM MODEL 
 

In the adopted system model(Figure 1), D2D 

communication links are established within a 

cellular network served by an eNodeB. The eNodeB 

serves N CUEs and M D2D links (or DUE pairs) 

within its coverage area.  

 

Figure 1: D2D Communication Model Under laying Cellular 
Networks (Wang et al. 2017) 

 

The D2D links are scheduled to share cellular 

uplink resources with CUEs to maximize the 

available spectrum resource and improve the 

spectral efficiency of the network. Channels are pre-

allocated to CUEs and each one occupies an 

orthogonal frequency band. If there are multiple 

reflective path and no line of sight (LoS) signal 

component between the transmitter and the 

receiver, as is the case in mobile communication; 

the envelop of such a received signal is statistically 

described by a Rayleigh probability distribution 

function (pdf) (Sklar, B. 2016). Hence, Rayleigh 

fading channel model was adopted for the cellular 

as well as the D2D links. As shown in Figure 1, 

there exist interference from D2D links to the 

cellular channels and vice versa in the network. The 

channels or links involved in the system are 

highlighted as follows: 

i. Uplink channel between CUEi and the 

eNodeB with a channel gain denoted by gi,B 

ii. D2D link j with a channel gain denoted by gj. 

iii. Interference linkfrom transmitting DUE to 

eNodeB with a channel gain denoted by hj,B 

iv. Interference link from CUEi to the receiver 

DUE with a channel gain denoted by hi,j, 

The serving eNodeB is fully in charge of all 

resource allocation and it uses statistical CSI for 

the resource allocation. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

In this research, the development of an optimal 

resource allocation scheme with D2D rate splitting was 

achieved as follows: 

 

4.1. Representation of D2D links and CUEs on 

bipartite graph. 

 
The resource sharing problem was represented on a 

bipartite graph developed using the MATLAB 

simulator and illustrated in Figure 2. There is a one-to-

one pairing between CUEs and D2D links with the 

objective of maximizing ergodic sum rate under outage 

constraints for both cellular and D2D links.  

 

Figure 2: Bipartite Graph Pairing D2D links with CUEs for Resource 

Sharing 

On the bipartite graph, the CUEs and D2D links belong 

to two disjoint sets. An edge drawn from one vertex on 

the CUE side to another vertex on the D2D side of the 

bipartite graph represents a resource sharing pair. The 

dotted lines in the graph show all possible pairing 

options of D2D links to a given CUE while the 

continuous linesrepresentall pairing thatachieves 
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maximum ergodic sum rate. The edge assignment 

decision is made at the serving eNodeB based on the 

QoS requirements of the user nodes and the outage 

analysis of the links. 

4.2. Trimming of the bipartite graph  

 

To enforce the QoS requirements necessary for cellular 

service reliability, minimum outage constraints were 

specified for both the D2D and cellular links. Let 
c

ip  

and 
d

jp  denote the transmit sub-band power levels of 

CUE i  and DUE pair j . The subband power of 

additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) on each 

channel is normalized to 1. By Shannon’s Capacity 

formula, when D2D link j  shares spectrum with CUE 

i  , the cellular link rate ,

c

i jR  and D2D link rate ,

d

i jR  

are given by (1) and (2) respectively 

,

,

j,

log 1
1

c
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i j d
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      …         (1)    
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      … (2)  

Minimum QoS was specified for both CUEs and D2D 

pairs in terms of maximum outage probability. Based 

on the Statistical CSI feedback model, the outage 

probability constraints for cellular and D2D links were 

determined by (3) and (4) respectively. 

, , i,min ,maxPr( )c c c c

i j i j iR R   
 … (3)

, , j,min j,maxPr( )d d d d

i j i jR R   
… (4) 

where:
 

,max

c

i is the maximum outage probability for CUE i

j,max

d is the maximum outage probability for D2D link 

j 

,min

c

iR is the minimum data rate of CUE i 

,min

d

jR is the minimum data rate of D2D link j 

 

In order to reduce the complexity of edge assignment 

problem, the bipartite graph was trimmed by defining a 

set of suitable D2D candidates for resource sharing 

with each CUE. For a given CUE-i, a D2D candidate 

set iD  is defined by (5): 

, i,max , j,max

j,max i,max

j D : , ,

0 ,0

c c d d

i j i j

i d d c c

j i

D
P P P P

       
  

           …      (5) 

Now, D2D link ij D if and only if there exist feasible 

power levels, 
d

jP and Pi,
c that satisfies the outage 

constraints of both cellular and D2D links. By 

trimming, edge i - j is removed from the bipartite graph 

if the outage constraints cannot be jointly satisfied at 

any power levels.To reduce the time required for 

exhaustive search over all possible power levels in the 

determination of D2D candidate set iD , a 

complementary set known as the candidate exclusion 

set iS was defined such that if i ij S j D    

Hence, the D2D candidate exclusion set Si was used to 

efficiently trim the bipartite graph. 

 

4.3. D2D Rate Splitting of excluded links 
 

Rate splitting was applied to the set of excluded D2D 

links,Si, after trimming of bipartite graph.For any given 

D2D link j which is a member of set Si, i.e. ij S ,the 

link is split into two virtuallinks j1 and j2 and the link 

rate requirement for each of the virtual links is set to

,min

2

d

jR . The expression for outage probability in(4) is 

therefore modified as presented in (6).   

i,min
, , j,maxPr( )

2

d
d d d

i j i j

R
R    …(6) 

By this modification, the probability of meeting the 

D2D outage , ,max

d d

i j j  is increased. 

4.4. Weight characterization with the Restricted 1-

D Search Algorithm. 

 

After eliminating edges that do not pass the outage 

constraint test, the weights of the remaining edges are 

now characterized by their ergodic sum rate as 

expressed in (7). 

𝑤𝑖,𝑗 = {
𝑠𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ 𝐷𝑖

𝐸[log(1 + 𝑃𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑔𝑖,𝐵
𝑐 )], 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

… (7) 

When ij D , the D2D link j will not share spectrum 

with CUE, then, ,i jw  is expressed as the maximum 

ergodic rate of the cellular link alone. However, in a 

case where ij D the ergodic sum rate is evaluated as 
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an optimization problem for which ,i js is the optimal 

objective value. 

 

4.5. Optimal matching of D2D links to CUEs  
 

In this research, the ergodic sum rate of the spectrum 

sharing (CUE and D2D link) pair characterizes the 

weighted edge of the bipartite graph. The Hungarian 

algorithm was employed to determine the CUE-D2D 

pair that maximizes the system’s ergodic sum rate. 

 

4.6. Modified“Restricted 1-D Search” Algorithm  

The restricted1-D Search Algorithm proposed by Wang 

et al.,(2017) for efficient weight characterization was 

modified as shown in Figure 3 with D2D rate splitting 

to ensure increased system capacity through the 

accommodation of more (otherwise rejected) D2D links 

for spectrum sharing. 

The flowchart (Figure 3) highlights the implementation 

methodology presented in sections 4 of this paper. The 

Initial parameters referred to in the flowchart include: 

a) Transmit power of CUE i and D2D link j: 

 (Pi 
c,Pj

d ) 

b) F:  is the set of feasible power under outage 

constraints of CUEsand D2D links  

c) Li,j is the set of transmit powers that 

maximize ergodic sum rate. 

d) D2D exclusion set: 
iS  

Other notations used in the flowchart are defined as 

follows:  

a) iand j represents the count of CUEs and D2D 

links respectively.  

b) N and M represents the total number of CUEs 

and D2D links respectively so that  i≤N and 

j≤M 

c) The superscripts c on transmit power, 

represents the power values a given CUE can 

assume 

d) The superscripts d on transmit power, 

represents the power values a given D2D link 

can assume 

 

Figure 3: Restricted 1-D Search Algorithm modified with D2D Rate Splitting 
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5. SYSTEM SETUP 

The simulation parameters employed in setting up 

the communication system are presented in Table 1. 

In the setup, a single cell coverage area of radius 

500m was considered. D2D links for direct 

communication were formed by DUEs in proximity 

with a distance less than 50 m between them. The 

noise and path loss parameters follow the Long 

Term Evolution (LTE) channel model. Throughout 

the tests, the outage thresholds were set as 0.1 and 

the minimum D2D link rate requirement was set to 

4bits/s/Hz. System performances were evaluated 

with regards to the cellular link rate threshold i,min

cR

. The UE locations were randomly generated. 

 

 

Table I: Simulation Parameter 

Simulation Parameter Value 

CUE Uplink Bandwidth 1MHz 

Noise_Power -114 dBm 

UL Path loss 128.1 + 37.6· log10(d[km]) 

D2D Path Loss 148 + 40· log10(d[km]) 

Cell Radius 500 m 

D2D Radius 50 m 

Pc
i,max 250 mW, 400 mW 

Pd
j,max 120 mW 

Rd
j,min 4 bit/s/Hz 

,max

c

i  0.1 

j,max

d  0.1 

M 4 

N 4 

 

6. RESULTS 

Simulations were carried out for two network 

scenarios. In order to establish an accurate basis of 

comparison, the network parameters, including 

number of devices and transmit powers used in the 

work of Wang et al, (2017) were adopted.In the first 

scenario, number of D2D links, M=4, number of 

CUEs, N= 4, maximum transmit powers were fixed 

at 400mW for CUEs and 120mW for D2D links. In 

the second scenario, a reduced CUE transmit power 

of 250mW was considered. Using Admission 

Probability, Ergodic sum rate and CUE Outage 

Probability as performance metrics, the results 

obtained with the scheme proposed by Wang et al., 
(2017) were compared with those obtained in the 

scheme involving D2D rate splitting. These results 

are presented in figures 4 to 9. Graphs of Admission 

probability, Ergodic sum rate and outage probability 

were plotted against the link rate requirements of 

CUEs.  The relative improvements in the 

aforementioned performance metrics were evaluated 

using the formula: 

%𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑀𝑆𝑃−𝑊𝑆𝑃

𝑊𝑆𝑃
× 100  … (8) 

where:  

MSP is the modified scheme performance and  

WSP is Wang et al (2017)’s scheme performance 

 

 

6.1 Network Scenario I 

As shown in Figure 4and 5, admission Probability 

of D2D links and consequently, ergodic sum rate 

reduce as the CUE link rate requirement increases. 

As link rate requirement increases, it becomes 

increasingly difficult to satisfy the QoS requirement 

set for the accommodation of D2D links for 

resources sharing. Although there is a general drop, 

the D2D rate splitting scheme shows significant 

improvement of 43.60% and 25.23% in Admission 

probability and Ergodic sum rate over the scheme 

of Wang et al., (2017). In Figure 6, the “No-D2D” 

graph represent the CUE outage probability when 

there is no resource sharing. In this case, the outage 

probability increases steadily from zero. However, 

for the resource sharing schemes under review, the 

CUE outage probability graph begins from a non-

zero value, indicating that as long as there is 

resource sharing, there will also be tendency of 

small CUE outage. For outage probability, lower 

values, closer to zero, are more desirable. It was 

observed that the modified scheme shows a CUE 

outage probability improvement of about 37.04% 

over the scheme proposed by Wang et al., (2017). 
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Figure 4: Admission Probability. Pc = 400mW, Pd = 120mW, 

M=N=4 

 

 

Figure 5: Ergodic Sum Rate. Pc = 400mW, Pd= 120mW, 

M=N=4 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Outage Probability. Pc = 400mW, Pd= 120mW, 

M=N=4 

 

6.2 Network Scenario II 

In this scenario, the maximum CUE transmit power 

was reduced to 250mW and the simulation results 

obtained were averaged over 100 random trials to 

obtain a more representative pattern. The results 

produced smoother curves as shown in Figures 7-9. 

As in scenario I, a general drop in D2D Admission 

Probability was observed with increase in the CUE 

link rate requirement. However, in this case, the 

initial drops of D2D links occur at a lower link rates 

for two schemes under review compared to scenario 

one. This can be attributed to the reduction in CUE 

transmit power. At lower CUE transmit power, a 

more stringent resource sharing requirement is 

established so that only D2D links with small 

enough rate requirements are accommodated by the 

CUEs thereby ensuring the overall QoS of the 

communication system. As observed from Figure 7, 

the initial D2D drop was observed at a link rate of 

about 0.8bit/s/Hz for the resource sharing scheme 

without rate splitting whereas, the rate splitting 

scheme was able to guarantee D2D admission up to 

link rate of about 1.7bit/s/Hz. This represents an 

improvement of about 12.5% in CUEs tolerance for 

D2D spectrum sharing partners. From the graph, we 

deduce that the rate splitting scheme shows an 

improvement of about 34.27% for admission 

probability. 

As shown in the “No D2D” graph on Figure 

8,ergodic sum rate is significantly low and constant 

when there is no resource sharing. This is similar to 

the trend observed in scenario I and buttresses the 

fact that resource sharing in underlay mode 

increases system capacity. Although Ergodic sum 

rate generally decreases with increase in CUE link 

rate requirement, the rate splitting scheme shows 

better performance with about 8.9% increase over 

the scheme without rate splitting. The observed 

improvement in sum rate is due to the increase in 

total number of communication links brought about 

by the accommodation of more D2D links for 

resource sharing by CUEs. The higher the number 

of established communication links in the system, 

the greater the ergodic sum rate. At lower link rates 

(less than 2bit/s/Hz), the performances of both 

schemes are similar, however, as the CUE link rate 

requirement increases, the effect or improvement 

due to rate splitting on ergodic sum rate became 

more evident as shown in the graph (Figure 8). 
Hence, the advantage of the rate splitting scheme 

becomes more noticeable as CUE link rate 
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requirement increases.Figure 9 is a graph of outage 

probability. The “No D2D” graph begins at zero and 

increases gradually as link rate requirement 

increases. This reveals that at a given transmit 

power, the tendencies of having outages in the 

cellular link increases as their link rate requirement 

increases, even when they are not sharing resources 

with D2D links. From Figure 9, no significant 

improvement in outage performance was noticed 

for any one resource sharing scheme over the other. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Average Admission Probability.  

Pc = 250mW,Pd=120mW, M=N=4. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 8: Average Ergodic Sum Rate.  

Pc = 250mW, Pd= 120mW, M=N=4. 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 9:Average Outage Probability.  

Pc = 250mW, Pd= 120mW, M=N=4. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

From the results obtained in this research, the D2D 

rate splitting scheme proved to be more efficient in 

the utilization and sharing of spectrum resource 

among users when compared with the work of 

Wang et al, (2017).The graphs presented in Figures 

4, 5,7 and 8revealthat rate splitting significantly 

enhances the accommodation of more 

communicating devices, particularly D2D linksand 

thereby improves system capacity.Also, Figures 6 

and 9show that the adoption of rate splitting does 

not increase the tendency of cellular links’ 

outages.Hence, this research contributes 

significantly to effective spectrum management in 

cellular networks with D2D underlay byintroducing 

D2D rate splittinginto an existing spectrum sharing 

scheme to achieve improved system capacity 

without undermining cellular links’ quality of 

service. 
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